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ABSTRACT: The electrical and optical properties of low-dimensional nanostructures
depend critically on size and geometry and may differ distinctly from those of their
bulk counterparts. In particular, ultrathin semiconducting layers as well as nanowires
have already proven the feasibility to realize and study quantum size effects enabling
novel ultrascaled devices. Further, plasmonic metal nanostructures attracted recently a
lot of attention because of appealing near-field-mediated enhancement effects. Thus,
combining metal and semiconducting constituents in quasi one-dimensional
heterostructures will pave the way for ultrascaled systems and high-performance
devices with exceptional electrical, optical, and plasmonic functionality. This Letter
reports on the sophisticated fabrication and structural properties of axial and radial
Al−Ge and Al−Si nanowire heterostructures, synthesized by a thermally induced
exchange reaction of single-crystalline Ge−Si core−shell nanowires and Al pads. This
enables a self-aligned metallic contact formation to Ge segments beyond lithographic
limitations as well as ultrathin semiconducting layers wrapped around monocrystalline
Al core nanowires. High-resolution transmission electron microscopy, energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, and μ-Raman
measurements proved the composition and perfect crystallinity of these metal−semiconductor nanowire heterostructures. This
exemplary selective replacement of Ge by Al represents a general approach for the elaboration of radial and axial metal−
semiconductor heterostructures in various Ge−semiconductor heterostructures.
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The opportunity to tune the electrical and optical
properties of nanostructures, which are distinctly different

from those of their bulk counterparts, has motivated numerous
scientific and practical approaches to manipulate matter on the
nanometer scale.1 In particular, ultrathin semiconducting layers
as well as quasi one-dimensional (1D) nanowires (NWs) have
already proven the feasibility to realize and study quantum size
effects enabling further novel ultrascaled devices.2−4 However,
fabricating low resistive integrated contacts and interconnec-
tions is a crucial step toward the integration of reliable future
ultrascaled devices and requires sophisticated nanostructure
formation techniques and precise lithography. So far, the large
structural sizes of common lithographically defined contacts
have been limiting the potential for scaling NW-based devices.5

Regarding this problem, intense research on studying thermally
induced diffusion processes of metals into Si and Ge NWs was
carried out to form silicides and germanides, respectively. In
recent years, various materials including nickel,6 cobalt,7

platinum,8 manganese,9 and copper10 have been investigated
as diffusion sources. However, the resistivity of these quasi

metallic structures is still significantly higher compared to pure
metals.10,11 Moreover, radial epitaxy of dissimilar materials and
multishell NWs12 was pursued to explore the unique
heterostructure−property functionality and interactions arising
from the contributions of individual low-dimensional compo-
nents unattainable in planar geometries.6−8 With respect to
photovoltaic applications, simulations revealed that the
absorption in metal−semiconductor core−shell NWs can
outperform solid semiconductor NWs.13 Further, a metal
core will further facilitate the effective extraction of photo-
generated carriers.13 Moreover, metal nanostructures attracted
a lot of attention because of appealing plasmonic effects on the
near-field enhancement, which are anticipated as a potential
solution for integrated on-chip photonic circuits that can
combine both high operational speeds and ultracompact
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architectures rivaling electronics in both speed and critical
feature sizes.12,14,15

In this Letter, the formation of such axial and radial metal−
semiconductor nanowire heterostructures is based on vapor−
liquid−solid (VLS)16 grown core−shell NWs with a Ge NW
core diameter of about 50 nm and a Si-shell thickness of about
3 nm. The metal core NW is formed by the substitution of the
Ge core by crystalline Al (c-Al) utilizing a thermally induced
exchange reaction. The principal mechanism and details of the
processing are discussed in the paper of Kral et al.17 In contrast
to the Cu−Ge10 or Ni−Ge18 systems forming germanides, no
such stable stoichiometric compound exists for the Al−Ge
system.19 We dedicate the exchange of Ge by Al to the
asymmetric diffusion behavior present in the material system.
While the diffusion of Ge in Al as well as self-diffusion of Al in
Al is rather fast, the diffusion of Al in Ge is extremely slow.20,21

Further, in contrast to the Kirkendall effect,22 where lattice
sites are being left behind when one element is diffusing faster
than the others, in the case of the Al−Ge system, Al is
effectively supplied via fast self-diffusion and released to the Ge
NW for the compensation of the Ge diffusion.17 During our
studies, we investigated different annealing temperatures.
Effective exchange can be observed for temperatures above T

= 624 K, however with a rather low rate of about 3 nm/s. With
increasing temperatures, the exchange rate increases up to 20
nm/s at T = 685 K. For a reliable heterostructure formation,
we routinely perform the annealing process at 674 K, resulting
in an exchange rate of about 9 nm/s. Thus, adapting the
contact spacing and reaction time enables us to precisely tune
the length of the Al leads and Ge−Si segment. An SEM image
and a schematic illustration of the Ge−Si core−shell NW
heterostructure with the Ge core partially substituted by c-Al
are shown in Figure 1a,b, respectively. Applying this
heterostructure formation scheme allows the controlled and
selective exchange of Ge by Al to fabricate both radial Al−Si
core−shell NWs and axial Al−Ge−Al NW heterostructures
enwrapped by a Si shell with tunable channel lengths beyond
lithographic limitations.23 For a detailed analysis, high-
resolution high angle annular dark field (HAADF) scanning
transmission electron microscopy (STEM) at the Al−Ge
interface (obtained at the yellow dashed square in Figure 1a)
oriented along the [11−2] direction of observation of the Ge
crystal was performed (Figure 1c). The contrast in the
HAADF STEM image in Figure 1c is related to both the
sample thickness and the mean atomic number. The thicker
regions and/or those with a higher atomic number scatter

Figure 1. (a) SEM image of a Ge−Si core−shell NW heterostructure with the Ge core NW partially substituted by c-Al. Scale bar is 1 μm. (b)
Schematic illustration of the Al−Ge heterostructure with a Si shell. (c) High-resolution HAADF STEM at the Al−Ge interface with the
corresponding Fourier transformation (FT) in the inset showing (111) planes in both Al and Ge parts with spacings of 0.23 and 0.33 nm,
respectively. Scale bar is 2 nm. (d) Zoom-in at the Al−Ge interface along another direction of observation with the corresponding FT in the inset
indexed in the Ge part. The HAADF STEM contrast at the sidewall reveals the presence of an epitaxial shell wrapped around both the Ge as well as
the c-Al core. Scale bar is 5 nm. (e−g) Geometrical phase analysis (GPA) along (2−20) planes in the unreacted Ge region shows a decrease in
lattice spacing at the sidewall, which is coherent with the smaller lattice spacing in Si. Scale bar is 5 nm.
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more electrons on the annular detector and thus appear
brighter in the HAADF STEM image. Since the diameter of
the VLS grown Ge−Si core−shell NW is quite uniform, the
darker segment extending from the Al contact pads
corresponds to the Al-substituted part and the brighter
segment to the unreacted Ge core part, separated by an
atomically sharp metal−semiconductor interface. The inset of
Figure 1c shows the corresponding Fourier transformation
(FT) of the image with indexed reflections in the Ge crystal,
indicating the (111) reflection both in the Ge and c-Al part.
Both the image and the FT show the (111) growth plane in the
Ge diamond cubic structure with a lattice spacing of 0.33 nm,
which is in good agreement with tabulated values.24 In
addition, the extra peak indicated by the left arrow in the inset
FT shows the presence of a family of planes with a smaller
lattice spacing of around 0.23 nm, which is in good agreement
with the theoretical interplanar spacing of Al face centered
cubic (fcc) for {111} planes.25 The Al (111) plane is observed
to be parallel to the Ge (111) growth plane, while the
perpendicular reflection (2−20) is only visible in the Ge
crystal, indicating that the Al crystal is not viewed along the
same direction. Indeed, the Al crystal is rotated by ∼6° around
the NW axis with respect to the Ge crystal (image not shown)
in this NW heterostructure. The interface appears to be very
abrupt regardless of the large lattice mismatch between Al (a =
0.404 nm) and Ge (a = 0.565 nm), and no crystal defects are
observed at the interface. Figure 1d also presents a high-
resolution HAADF STEM image at the Ge−Al reaction
interface obtained near the NW surface, acquired along the
[10−1] direction of observation, which represents a rotation of
30° around the NW axis with respect to the direction shown in
Figure 1c. The [10−1] direction of observation is confirmed
by the FT indexed for the Ge crystal shown in the inset of
Figure 1d. Going from the NW core to the NW surface on the

Al part, we see first a bright layer, surrounded by a darker layer,
both of which share the lattice of the Ge part. (Atomic planes
are visible.) These layers are attributed, respectively, to a thin
crystalline layer containing Ge as indicated by the arrow in
Figure 1d, surrounded by the Si shell outlined by dash-dotted
lines. An amorphous layer is also observed around the
crystalline Si shell, most likely consisting of SiO2. The
composition of these layers will be confirmed in the chemical
analysis by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) below.
Moreover, the geometrical phase analysis (GPA)26,27 on the
Ge (2−20) reflection of the unreacted part of the NW oriented
on the [11−2] direction, Figure 1e−g, shows a decrease in
lattice spacing at the sidewall, which is coherent with the
smaller lattice spacing of Si (d220 = 0.192 nm). Clearly, the
HRSTEM characterization confirms the presence of a uniform
crystalline Si shell wrapped around the c-Al core NW.
To investigate the accurate composition of the NW

heterostructure, energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX)
maps were acquired in STEM mode on the same sample, after
the propagation of the c-Al phase inside the Ge−Si core−shell
NW. Quantitative concentration profiles were extracted from
the elemental maps allowing the reconstruction of the chemical
nanostructure of both the unreacted and reacted parts of the
NW (Figure 2; see ref 28 and Methods for details of the
quantification and reconstruction procedure). The chemical
reconstruction of the unreacted segment, i.e., Ge−Si core−
shell NW, shows the presence of a 4 nm thick shell wrapped
around the Ge core. The outer part of the shell is partly
oxidized over 2 nm. A sharp SiGe shell of less than 2.5 nm is
observed between the Si shell and the Ge core. The chemical
reconstruction of the reacted segment also shows the presence
of a Si shell, twice as thin as the previous one, whose outer part
is also oxidized over 1 nm. We believe that the difference
between the silicon oxide layer thickness of the reacted and

Figure 2. Distribution of O, Al, Si. and Ge measured by STEM/EDX in the (a) unreacted and (b) reacted Ge−Si core−shell NW heterostructure
with a partially substituted Ge core by c-Al. For each region, we show from left to right the chemical map, the chemical profile at % obtained at the
indicated location, as well as a model of the NW constructed by comparing the experimental quantified X-ray signal with a model, respectively. The
vertical arrow indicates the projection direction of the model. The scale bars are 20 nm.
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unreacted part results from sample variations or the three-
dimensional (3D) reconstruction of the chemical maps
obtained using EDX, which to increase the signal-to-noise in
the radial profile were averaged along the diameter variations
along the NW. Further, the reconstruction also reveals the
presence of a 1.5 nm thick SiGe shell sandwiched between the
Al core and the Si shell. One should also mention that
prolonged thermal Ge−Al exchange leads finally to a complete
exchange of the Ge by Al and thus to a uniform radial metal−
semiconductor NW heterostructure. Thereby the diameter of
the Al core NW and the thickness of the wrapped around
semiconducting shell are inherited from the initial Ge−Si
core−shell NW. Regarding the verification of the location of
the Ge after the thermally induced exchange reaction,
numerous EDX investigations following in situ TEM experi-
ments were conducted. Since for all investigated samples, pure
and monocrystalline Al NWs with very low Ge concentrations
present only in a shell region around the pure Al core were
observed, we believe that the Ge diffuses in the lithographically
defined Al contact pads up to the solubility limit of 2%.19

Confocal μ-Raman spectroscopy (see Methods) was
employed to study the modification of the phonon spectra
by quantum confinement effects in the ultrathin semi-
conducting shell wrapped around the metallic Al core NW
(Figure 3a). For unambiguous Raman spectra interpretation,
the core−shell NW heterostructures were fabricated on a 4H-
SiC substrate, with the respective substrate peak at 203.5 cm−1,
far from the expected Raman signals of Ge and Si.29 The
Raman spectrum of the intrinsic Ge−Si core−shell NW (red)
displays three distinct Raman transverse optical (TO) modes
at 301, 405, and 475 cm−1 assigned to Ge−Ge vibrations in the
Ge core NW, Ge−Si vibrations in the SiGe interlayer, and Si−
Si vibrations in the outermost Si shell, respectively.30,31 The
peak-broadening and frequency downshift of the first-order
Si−Si optical phonon mode from 520 cm−1 for bulk Si to 475
cm−1 is attributed to quantum confinement in the ultrathin Si
shell.32,33

Figure 3b shows the polar representation of the normalized
angle-dependent intensities of the Ge- and Si-related Raman
signals for progressively rotating the excitation from transverse
magnetic (TM) to transverse electric (TE), i.e., changing the
electric field polarization from parallel to perpendicular to the
NW axis. Both the Ge NW core as well as the wrapped around

ultrathin Si shell exhibit the highest Raman intensity when the
incident polarization is parallel to the NW axis. This enhanced
response of the Raman scattering due to the anisotropy of NW
geometry can be explained by considering the effect of the
dielectric mismatch.34

The Raman spectrum after the thermally induced exchange
of the Ge core (green spectrum in Figure 3a) displays an
enhanced background signal induced by the c-Al core NW. As
expected, the peak at 301 cm−1 assigned to Ge disappeared
proving complete exchange of the Ge core by Al. Further, the
peak at 475 cm−1 associated with Si−Si TO vibrational modes
increases and broadens. In accordance with the EDX analysis,
which revealed a reduced shell thickness after the exchange
reaction, we assume that a combination of surface-enhanced
Raman scattering35,36 by the c-Al core and quantum confine-
ment effects common for such ultrathin layers37 results in the
aforementioned increase and broadening of the Si−Si TO
vibrational mode. Even though the broad peak may overlap
with a small Ge−Si-related Raman peak, it confirms an intact
Si shell wrapped around the c-Al core NW in accordance with
EDX and TEM findings. The photoresponse of such an
ultrathin Si shell has been demonstrated by a wavelength-
dependent photocurrent measurement shown in the Support-
ing Information. Finally, as shown by the blue line in Figure 3a,
this peak disappears completely after extensive annealing in a
moderate vacuum, due to a complete oxidation of the ultrathin
Si shell. The overall enhanced broad background signal
compared to the as grown core−shell NW (red spectrum)
was reproducibly observed for fully exchanged NWs after
prolonged annealing and is a signature of the c-Al NWs.
In conclusion, this Letter reports on the controlled

formation and structural properties of axial and radial metal−
semiconductor NW heterostructures. Comprehensive material
analysis comprising HRSTEM measurements, EDX inves-
tigations, and μ-Raman spectroscopy proved the composition
and high crystallinity of the resultant NW nanostructures. For
axial Al−Ge−Al NW heterostructures, the length of the Ge
segment can be tuned without lithographic limitations enabling
investigations of quantum confinement effects in ultrascaled
semiconductors. With respect to the radial Al−Ge core−shell
NW, we present the first experimental data of an ultrascaled
monocrystalline semiconducting layer wrapped around a
crystalline metallic core NW, paving the way for future

Figure 3. (a) μ-Raman spectra of the core−shell NW heterostructure on a 4H-SiC substrate, measured on the Ge−Si core−shell segment (red)
and the c-Al−Si core−shell segment (green). The blue spectrum corresponds to a fully exchanged and thus single-crystalline Al NW after
prolonged annealing and thus fully oxidized Si shell. To provide a reference, the position of the bulk Si peak is indicated at 520 cm−1. (b) Polar
representation of the normalized angle-dependent intensities of the peak at 301 cm−1 assigned to the Ge core (blue) and the peak at 475 cm−1

assigned to the Si shell (cyan).
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ultrascaled optoelectronic devices based on quasi 1D coaxial
metal−semiconductor architectures. We assume that this
selective replacement of Ge by Al, without limiting the
generality, represents an approach for the elaboration of radial
and axial metal−semiconductor heterostructures in various
Ge−semiconductor-based systems.
Methods. Synthesis of Monolithic Axial and Radial

Metal−Semiconductor Nanowire Heterostructures. The
starting materials are VLS grown core−shell NWs with a Ge
NW core diameter of 50 nm and a Si shell thickness of about 3
nm covered by a thin layer of native oxide.38,39 The Ge−Si
core−shell NWs were drop-casted onto an oxidized highly p-
doped Si substrate, and the Ge core NW was contacted by Al
pads fabricated by electron beam lithography, 100 nm Al
sputter deposition, and lift-off techniques. To gain access to
the Ge core nanowire, the Si shell was selectively removed by
wet chemical etching for 10 s in buffered HF (7:1) to remove
the native oxide layer followed by 15 s in KOH (30%). A
successive thermally induced exchange reaction by rapid
thermal annealing at a temperature of T = 674 K in a forming
gas atmosphere initiates the substitution of the Ge core by c-
Al.17 Consecutive heating leads to a complete exchange of the
Ge by Al and thus to a radial Al−Si NW heterostructure, where
the core diameter and thickness of the Si shell are inherited
from the initial Ge−Si core−shell NW.
TEM Measurements and STEM/EDX Analysis. For TEM

investigations, the fabrication was performed on dedicated
Si3N4-TEM-membranes with holes, to obtain suspended and
contacted NWs.40 HAADF STEM was performed on a probe-
corrected FEI Titan Themis working at 200 kV equipped with
four silicon drift detectors for energy dispersive X-ray (EDX)
analysis. For EDX analysis, we used a Fischione ultra narrow
gap tomography sample holder. For high-resolution imaging,
we used a DENSSolutions 6 contact double tilt holder. X-ray
maps were acquired with a probe current of 340 pA. The probe
was scanned for about 5 min over an area of 80 × 100 nm2

using a pixel size of 0.25 nm and a dwell time of 45 μs per pixel
and was drift correction activated. X-ray spectra were extracted
from a 70 pixel-wide slice obtained normal to the NW axis for
the reacted and unreacted parts and a 50 pixel-wide slice made
along the NW axis across the interface. Deconvolution and
background subtraction of X-ray spectra were performed using
the QUANTAX-800 software from Bruker, allowing for the
extraction of the net intensity of the characteristic X-rays (K-
lines of O, Al, Si, and Ge) generated by the elements present
along the beam axis. Concentration and thickness profiles were
determined using the ζ factor method.41 The absorption
correction terms were estimated from a simple model28 that
takes into account the direction of the X-ray emission relative
to the position of the detectors, knowing the thickness, density,
and mass absorption coefficient of the material through which
the radiations travel. Quantitative reconstructions of the cross
sections of the reacted and unreacted parts of the NW were
performed by modeling the NW cross section using a series of
4 imbricated ellipses, whose dimensions and compositions
were adjusted in such a way that the simulated profiles fit the
experimental profiles. (See ref 28 for details of the procedure
for quantitative 3D reconstruction of a core−shell NW.)
Methodology of Raman Measurements. For the Raman

analysis, the core−shell NW heterostructures were fabricated
on 4H-SiC substrates to eliminate interfering phonon
contributions from the substrate. A confocal μ-Raman setup
(Alpha300, WITec) was employed in backscattering geometry

with a grating monochromator and a CCD camera (DV401-
BV, Andor). As an excitation source, a frequency doubled
Nd:YAG laser emitting linearly polarized light at λ = 532 nm is
coupled to the system. The laser light passes a beam splitter
with an integrated polarizer and is focused on the sample
surface through an achromatic Nikon EPI EPlan 100×
objective (NA = 0.9, WD = 0.23 mm), enabling a diffraction
limited spot size of ∼720 nm. Except for the polarization
depending measurements, the excitation laser was linearly
polarized along the long axis of the NW, to optimize the
Raman signal intensity. The power of the laser was kept
sufficiently low to avoid any shift in the phonon peaks due to
laser-induced heating. The scattered light was again collected
through the objective and filtered to remove the excitation
wavelength and then coupled into a fiber, guiding the light to
the spectrometer.
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